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A Low-Power Reconfigurable Logic Array Based
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Abstract—A fine-grained reconfigurable architecture based on
double gate technology is proposed and analyzed. The logic func-
tion operating on the first gate of a double-gate (DG) transistor is
reconfigured by altering the charge on its second gate. Each cell
in the array can act as logic or interconnect, or both, contrasting
with current field-programmable gate array structures in which
logic and interconnect are built and configured separately. Simu-
lation results are presented for a fully depleted SOI DG-MOSFET
implementation and contrasted with two other proposals from the
literature based on directed self-assembly.
Index Terms—CMOS integrated circuits, double-gate (DG)
transistors, logic circuits, nanotechnology, reconfigurable archi-
tectures.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECONFIGURABLE architectures are of great interest tosystem designers because they offer a way of achieving
power and performance efficiency by matching specific algo-
rithmic constructs with an appropriate architecture [1]. The tra-
ditional approach to developing reconfigurable systems, in field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), for example, has been to
build separate regions of programmable logic gates and inter-
connection and to manage these two resources more-or-less sep-
arately during the synthesis process. Therefore, much of the
work on reconfigurable platforms has been directed towards
answering questions such as “how much of each and in what
form?” (e.g., [2]).
The reduced fan-out, power handling capacity, gain, and relia-
bility of deep-submicrometer (DSM) and nanoscale devices will
have a number of consequences for reconfigurable systems. As
device dimensions shrink, it will become increasingly difficult
to manufacture the complex heterogeneous layouts that have un-
derpinned field-programmable technology to date. Physical is-
sues such as the increasing difficulty in achieving alignment be-
tween process layers [3] as well as the prospect of poor perfor-
mance of FETs at reduced gate lengths [4] have already forced
designers to look towards alternative manufacturing techniques
on which to base programmable architectures. Ideas such as
chemically-assembled molecular electronics [5], nanotube and
nanowire devices [6], quantum dot techniques [7], and magnetic
spin-tunneling devices [8] have all been proposed as the basis of
future reconfigurable systems.
This research is motivated by two related questions: what
types of simple (regular) CMOS structures can be exploited
to create future reconfigurable architectures at nanoscale di-
mensions and how might heterogeneous functionality emerge
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from an essentially homogeneous array of simple devices? Re-
maining in the CMOS domain offers a number of advantages,
including the availability of three terminal switching devices
with intrinsic gain, a stable and well characterized manufac-
turing base plus compatibility with existing design tools. The
disadvantage is that the design is constrained by lithographic
patterning and alignment issues. While it is forecast that feature
sizes (for logic) will reduce below 20 nm by 2016–2018 [9],
it is not clear at the moment how this might be achieved. Our
premise here is that simplified, regular structures with a min-
imal number of interconnection layers will have a better chance
of achieving sub-20 nm feature sizes than the complex, hetero-
geneous layouts that characterize most current micro-architec-
tures. It is likely that a “wish-list” of features for future recon-
figurable architectures would include at least some of the fol-
lowing:
• a simplified processing technology;
• a highly regular layout style;
• small logic and interconnect footprints, supporting high
component densities;
• configuration flexibility supporting efficient routing as
well as allowing a continuous tradeoff between routing
and logic;
• an organization that minimizes reconfiguration overheads.
The double-gate (DG) transistor is a promising device ap-
plicable to DSM due in particular to its inherent resistance to
short-channel effects and potentially ideal subthreshold perfor-
mance. Typically, the two gates would be operated together as
this offers the best switching performance. However, accessing
the two gates separately creates opportunities for innovative cir-
cuit design [10]. This paper proposes a reconfigurable architec-
ture based on double gate transistor circuits where the operating
point of the circuit can be set via one gate while the other gate
is used to form the logic array. In this way, the overheads im-
posed by reconfigurability can be reduced or hidden to an extent
where it becomes possible support complex datapath architec-
tures with homogeneous fine-grained organization.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In Section II,
the operation of DG device is introduced and its application to
a reconfigurable logic cell is described. Section III then shows
how these cells can be assembled to form a homogenous re-
configurable processing mesh capable of flexible configuration
into logic and/or interconnect. We also present some prelimi-
nary performance estimates. Finally, this paper is summarized
in Section IV.
II. RECONFIGURABLE DG CELL
The many problems associated with scaling MOS transistors
are likely to result in the DG transistor becoming a preferred
circuit element. They are predicted by the ITRS [9] to appear as
early as 2011. Theoretically, these devices do not need channel
doping and, therefore, can be scaled to dimensions below 10
1063-8210/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Generalized DG transistor characteristics, showing I -V over a
range of V .
nm without running into problems of uncontrollable parameter
variations due to the random distribution of dopant atoms [11].
This section outlines the basic operation of the DG transistor and
shows how it supports the proposed reconfigurable logic array.
We first look at the generic behavior of these devices and then
at a specific implementation using silicide source/drain that may
result in simplified processing and superior performance as an
“end-of-roadmap” device.
A. DG Transistor Operation
It appears likely that in typical applications DG devices will
be set up to use the front and back gates together as this leads
to the best performance as a switching device [12]. However, if
the two gates can be accessed independently, one can be used
to set the operating point of the transistor thus affecting the
threshold behavior of the other. This is the basis for the opera-
tion of the proposed cell. Fig. 1 shows the basic idea for a generic
double-gate n-channel device simulated in Spice-3 using a fully
depleted SOI model developed at the University of Florida [13].
For this example, the transistor models were approximately cali-
brated to the idealized SOI double-gate device described in [14].
The impact of shifting the gate-source bias on one gate ( in
this case) is to move the effective threshold voltage seen
at the other. Similar behavior occurs in the p-channel devices.
The shift in threshold is accompanied by a change in the sub-
threshold slope, which will be discussed later in this section. It
should be noted that this effect is entirely symmetrical, and of
equal magnitude if both gate oxide thicknesses are the same. In
the following, we will tend to refer to one gate as the control
gate and the other as the logic gate.
As most of the important operating parameters of a logic gate
(e.g., switching threshold, gain, noise margin, etc.) depend on
may be used to vary these during operation. The shift
in the logic switching threshold is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a
simple inverter circuit under five operating conditions (
and 1 V, no load). At the two
extremes, the output remains high ( 0.8 V) or low (
0.1 V) for all input values whereas for 0 V, the output
switches symmetrically. The resulting transfer curves are sim-
ilar to the characteristics of the planar “ground plane” (GP)
CMOS inverter presented by Ieong et al. in [15]. One objec-
tive of that investigation was how to use the bias on the second
gate to improve noise margins and gain for the inverter circuit
so those experiments focused only on part of the bias range
. In the case of the reconfigurable cell proposed in
Fig. 2. Switching characteristics of a configurable inverter over a range of con-
trol voltages V .
this paper, the offset is used at least partly in the opposite direc-
tion: to reduce the gain to as close to zero as possible.
Several DG topologies have been described in both MOS
and heterojunction technologies (e.g., [16]–[18]). Of these, the
back-gate planar configuration [18] may result in the densest
cell layout for this particular application. Although achieving
close alignment between the gates still represents a major pro-
cessing hurdle, process flows for planar DG-MOSFET with self-
aligned top and bottom gates have already been demonstrated
[12], [18], and there is evidence to suggest that adequate perfor-
mance might be achieved without precise gate alignment [19].
Although these devices have focussed on conventionally doped
source/drain devices, an alternative using silicide source/drain
regions and a mid-band metal gate structure may offer some ad-
vantages and this is briefly explored in Section II-B.
B. Silicide Source/Drain Devices
As previously mentioned, performance fluctuations due
to random dopant distribution in the channel will become
a major problem in CMOS at reduced gate lengths. An al-
ternative approach, employing an undoped channel region
and using Schottky barriers at the source and drain has been
demonstrated by a number of researchers. Metal silicides form
natural Schottky barriers to silicon substrates, acting to confine
carriers and reducing or eliminating the need for impurities in
the channel to prevent current flow in the off condition [20].
Schottky barrier devices were first described more than 30 years
ago [21] and have been investigated for many years. Although
they generally exhibit significantly lower drive currents than
conventional devices, this gap may close as devices shrink. For
example, there is evidence that quantum confinement effects
in thin, narrow silicon wires (i.e., nanowires) may result in
quasi-ballistic operation leading to greater mobility values
than in bulk silicon [14], although increased scattering due to
edge roughness and other effects may ultimately prevent fully
ballistic behavior [23].
As part of this paper, we have simulated a number of DG
thin-body Schottky devices of the form shown in Fig. 3 using
a commercial simulator with classical transport models [24].
The results were then compared with the characteristics of pre-
viously reported devices (in [25] and [26], for example). All of
the physically implemented devices reported to date have been
either single-gate or planar. Thus, the objective of this simula-
tion work was to determine the likely extent of the threshold
shift in intrinsic channel, DG, silicide S/D SOI devices.
The source/drain regions of the n-type transistors were as-
sumed to use ErSi (barrier height, 0.28 eV above Si)
although in [27] it is shown that Ytterbuim Silicide (YbSi )
on silicon exhibits an electron barrier of 0.27 eV and may be
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Fig. 3. Basic topology of the thin-body DG transistor with silicide source/drain.
Fig. 4. Simulated I versus V characteristics of the transistors of
Fig. 3-n-type (dots), p-type (crosses) with p and n control gate biasses V
and V =  2; 0;+2 as labeled.
easier to fabricate in thin films than ErSi . PtSi was assumed
for the p-type devices ( 0.23 eV). In both cases the gate
material was assumed to be Au/Cr with a work function of about
4.7 eV. The width and length were both fixed at 20 nm and the
gate oxide thickness at 1.5 nm.
Although we used classical diffusion models without
quantum correction, these have been shown to be sufficiently
accurate to the limit of this work around 5 nm [28].
However, the models appeared to underestimate the drain
current density at these dimensions. For example, the value
of 0.1 A derived here contrasts with actual devices
measured in [25] which exhibited current drives in the order of
2 A for the 20-nm thick channel in their study. We, therefore,
consider our drive current results to be a worse-case prediction.
In addition, it has been shown that quantum confinement effects
can produce a large threshold voltage shift in DG devices below
30 nm gate lengths [29], an effect that is not accounted for here.
Neither of these effects was important to this part of the study
and in any case, the quantum shift is most pronounced
below 10 nm.
Fig. 4 shows the simulated versus performance for
these devices with the control gate voltages set between
2 V, indicating that values of can be
achieved using these devices and that a significant threshold
shift can be expected as the control gate is modulated (e.g.,
0.375 V). This is the basis of the operation
of the proposed devices that can be exploited to create recon-
figurable lookup table (LUT) structures from simple arrays, as
will be discussed in Section II-C.
Fig. 5 illustrates the relative sensitivity of the threshold
voltage seen at the logic gate to the control gate bias with
various values of channel thickness between 5 and 30 nm.
These plots are for the n-type transistor; those for the p-type
Fig. 5. Threshold voltage change (V ) versus control gate voltage (V )
at various T for the n-type device of Fig. 3. The shape and magnitude of the
P-type device characteristics are similar.
have a similar form and magnitude. Here the threshold values
have been normalized such that at . As the
channel thickness is reduced the threshold sensitivity increases
to a point where at 5 nm, setting 1 V can
produce 0.45-V shift in threshold voltage with a shift of similar
magnitude observed for the p-type device at .
In the ground-plane mode (i.e., with one gate at a fixed po-
tential), the behavior of the subthreshold slope (S) is similar to
that of planar devices and is given by [30]
(1)
where oxide capacitance of gate and
is the effective body capacitance between the inversion layer
and gate 2 (see Fig. 3) so that if the back surface
is in accumulation, and in de-
pletion. Substituting , ( for
SiO dielectric), the subthreshold slope becomes
mV/decade (2)
The term becomes zero when that surface is in ac-
cumulation. This implies that scaling the silicon body thickness
to 5 nm will require the oxide thickness to shrink to less than
1 nm to maintain 100 mV/decade (which, in turn, will re-
strict the supply range for reasons related to gate tunneling and
oxide breakdown). While is theoretically possible for DG-SOI
transistors to approach the ideal subthreshold slope for MOS
( 60 mv/decade) when used in DG mode (both gates driven to-
gether), none of the nMOS devices reported to date has reached
this figure, although the YbSi S/D bulk device described in
[27] achieves 75 mV/decade. Previous values (e.g., [31])
have ranged between 100 and 150 mV/decade, i.e.,
between 0.6 and 1.5.
While the threshold sensitivity increases
with reducing the body thickness, the subthreshold slope de-
grades. It is suggested in [28] that this limits the tuning
range (to in that study). However, in our applica-
tion the subthreshold shift is still useful well outside this range,
regardless of the final value of S. It can also be seen from (4)
that moving to hi- gate dielectrics can significantly improve
S in this case (as well as serving to reduce gate leakage). For
example, using HfSiO in (2) becomes less
than 1.0 and the worse-case slope will reduce to approximately
78 mV/decade, although it is likely that this will be at the ex-
pense of reduced channel mobility and increased short channel
effects [32].
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Fig. 6. Simplified view of the Schottky source/drain transistor pair.
Fig. 7. Configurable cells based on DG transistors. (a) Configurable 2-NOR
gate. (b) Configurable pass gate/inverting buffer structure.
C. Assembling the Array
Having now described the operation of its components, we
can now show how the array can be assembled. The objective
here is to achieve a simple, regular organization that can then be
configured using the control-gates of the complementary tran-
sistors. One possible layout for such an array is based on pairs of
p and n-type transistors formed in undoped silicon by depositing
(and annealing) materials such as erbium and platinum silicide
in alternate rows (see Fig. 6). Conventional flash memory tech-
niques would be applicable to set the top gate charge in a similar
way to the SOI Flash cell described in [33]. Other more spec-
ulative configuration mechanisms have been suggested in [34]
and [35].
In Fig. 7, these complementary transistors have been or-
ganized into simple circuits exploiting this basic mechanism.
Fig. 7(a) represents a configurable two-input NOR gate in which
the threshold on each transistor is controlled via its gate bias
voltage (shown as black squares on the diagram) so that the
circuit can develop an enhanced set of logic functions shown
in the accompanying table. The four-transistor cell in Fig. 7(b)
can be configured to behave as either an inverting buffer or as a
non-inverting pass gate. It can also be put into a high impedance
mode to isolate its input and output signal. As will be shown
below, together these two cell types are sufficient to create a
“sea-of-gates” style configurable layout.
To analyze the characteristics of the 2-NOR gate, we can start
with the equation for saturation drain current in DSM tech-
nology developed in [36]
(3)
where is the physical gate length, the effective gate oxide
thickness, including any depletion layer effects, and is
a function of the source/drain resistance for a particular tech-
nology. The exponent describes the degree of velocity satura-
tion. It is given a value of 1.25 for DSM in [36], and will tend
towards 1 in short-channel, ballistic devices [37]. Assuming that
the term is constant for a given technology
and circuit design style, we can equate the saturation drain cur-
rents in the conventional way [38] to derive an approximate for-
mula for the switching threshold of the NOR circuit
(4)
where is the threshold voltage for the devices,
is the number of transistors in the stack [e.g., 2 in Fig. 7(a)] and
. Thus, will be a function of the transistor
gain ratio-given by and the relative mo-
bilities (replaced in (1) by the term). It can be noted
here that the effective mobility of the Schottky barrier pMOS
device is greater than that of the nMOS due to the lower barrier
height of PtSi (0.23 V versus 0.28 V for ErSi , see Fig. 3).
From (4), with the switching threshold
becomes when and thus
(5)
It can also be seen from (4) that when
(6)
and V when
(7)
which, together, describe the operation of the configurable NOR
in Fig. 7(a). Analogously to a conventional ROM, changes
at the control gate shifts and for a given input suf-
ficiently that the switching threshold seen that input moves out-
side the voltage range of the logic signal. This is illustrated in
Table I which lists and for one input of Fig. 7(a)
as well as the overall switching threshold seen at that input de-
rived from (4). “Normal operation” means that the switching
threshold is about and the gate is sensitive to that input.
Setting large but symmetrical threshold values puts the array in
a low standby power mode. While is still approximately
, the propagation delay is severely affected so that the
cell would not normally be operated in this mode. Shifting its
switching threshold to greater than effectively makes the
gate insensitive to that input. Similarly, when its threshold is less
than ground, the n-device will be always conducting. As this is
a NOR configuration, any transistor pair in this condition results
in an output low.
Equations (4)–(7) also illustrate two further points about this
organization. First, as the supply reduces with scaling, the range
of threshold shifts that will be required to configure the array
will also scale down. Second, although the optimum value of
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TABLE I
OPERATING CONDITIONS AT INPUT A OF THE CONFIGURABLE 2-NOR
GATE OF Fig. 7(a), BASED ON THE DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
IN Fig. 4 (n = 2; K = 3; V = 1 V)
(i.e., such that ) is related to , in common
with all static gates we can adjust over a fairly wide range
with a minimal effect on (but with an effect on perfor-
mance [38]). For example, with (at 0.8 V,
0.3 V), setting will result in
0.37 V (i.e., 4% shift from its optimum value). We
can also achieve a shift in switching between and 0 V with
0.45 V, which would require the front gate to be
modulated by approximately 1.3 V. This is consistent with the
results for the simulated device shown in Fig. 5 at 5 nm.
Up to this point, we have ignored the impact of threshold
voltage variability, which will increase the range of gate biases
necessary to achieve the desired switching thresholds. For
example, substituting into (4) a worse-case value with
25% of the nominal for both the p and
n devices (twice the ITRS figure of 12%), and assuming
the same as above ( 0.45 V), results in the maximum
bias increasing from 1.3 V to approximately 2 V. Thus,
we expect that gate biases in the range of 2 V (that are also
compatible with oxide reliability [39]) will be sufficient to
configure this array.
We will demonstrate the operation of this reconfigurable cell
using the organization shown in Fig. 8 which is set up as a
6-input, 6-output NOR-based LUT with each output line termi-
nated in a configurable inverter/3-state driver as described in
Fig. 7(b). Alternative organizations (e.g., NAND-LUT) would
be equally possible with a slight rearrangement of the internal
connections. These cells are then organized with adjacent con-
nections in the vertical and horizontal directions plus two local
feedback connections (see Fig. 9), making an 8 8 reconfigu-
ration block at each cell position. Arranged in this way, each
pair of adjacent cells contains sufficient resources for either a
small combinational logic circuit such as a 3-LUT, more com-
plex synchronous state machine elements such as latches and
flip-flops or simple asynchronous circuits, as will be described
in Section III.
III. RECONFIGURABLE COMPUTING CIRCUITS
The reconfigurable array described in Section II could be said
to be “polymorphic” [34], [35] in that it may be arbitrarily con-
figured as logic and/or interconnect or as combinations of both.
Although there are many ways to implement such an array, the
thin-body, fully-depleted, DG MOSFET devices described in
Section II at least have the advantage that they represent a plau-
sible evolutionary path from conventional CMOS technology.
In this section, we demonstrate that the simple array structure
proposed in Section II can support a range of complex datapath
architectures.
A. Programmable Interconnect
A primary characteristic of this proposed array is that there
is little intrinsic difference between logic and routing and each
Fig. 8. Single reconfigurable cell based on a 6 6 NOR organization with pass/
invert interface gates. The black squares are the top gate programming nodes.
Fig. 9. Data flow in adjacent cells. The open circles are the pass/invert inter-
face cells between 6-LUTs. The corner space between groups of four cells is
occupied by additional sets of pass/invert cells for local interconnect.
cell can be used for both simultaneously. Fig. 10 illustrates the
range of options available to merge logic fan-in, fan-out, and
routing as follows.
1) Logic Fan-in and Fan-out: The basic layout of each cell
comprises of six programmable 6-NOR gates [see Fig. 7(a)].
Input lines that are not part of a particular logic mapping on a
6-NOR are set to “don’t care” on that gate by shifting the effective
switching threshold seen at that input. In the example of Fig. 10,
the nine inputs are partitioned across cells 1, 3, and 5.
Cell 1 creates the logic function (normal threshold
for these three inputs, high for the remaining three). The
term is then routed across cell 2 and 3 to merge with the terms
and generated by cells 3 and 5, respec-
tively. The resulting function appears on line “Y” at the output
of cell 4 and is then transferred to cell 9. In a similar manner,
this term is distributed horizontally to cells 8 and 11 where it is
combined with inputs routed through 2, 6, 7, and 11. The partial
logic terms developed in cells 8 and 10 are then transferred via
12 and 14 to be recombined in cell 13. (Note that this example
is not intended to represent any particular logic function).
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Fig. 10. Programmable cell styles: each cell can be set up as configurable NOR
logic and/or routing block. Linking two adjacent cells via a (bidirectional) pass
gate allows signals to be routed across a cell to the next logic gate.
2) Routing: With a few restrictions, signal routing can occur
simultaneously in the two orthogonal directions within each
cell. First, any input line automatically carries that signal across
the cell so that it is available to be connected to an adjacent cell
via a pass transistor. The partial directionality imposed by the
interface gates restricts this option to noninverting (pass) logic.
At the same time, any output line not involved in logic, for which
all transistors are biased “off” (i.e., high ) can also be used
to route signals across the cell. As an example, cell 4, which is
used to form the intermediate logic terms previously outlined, is
also shown transferring the signal “X” vertically to cell 9, from
where it continues through to cell 13. Finally, each cell is effec-
tively equivalent to a 6 6 universal routing block (e.g., cells 7
and 11 in Fig. 10). These corner routing cells can be inverting or
noninverting and can be easily cascaded. The result is a flexible
organization that supports fine-grained tradeoffs between logic
and routing. Ironically, this level of flexibility is also likely to
make the job of automatic place-and-route difficult and as a re-
sult it might not be possible to maximize the use of every indi-
vidual cell.
B. Combinational and Sequential Logic
As an example of combinational and sequential logic syn-
thesis, a simple D-type flip-flop and a full-adder circuit were
simulated using Spice3 level 10 SOI models available at the
Nanotechnology Simulation Hub [40]. The thin-film double
gate transistor models of the D-type were tuned approximately
to the characteristics of the devices fabricated in [25] (with a
particular focus on the subthreshold slope) while the full-adder
used parameters derived from the simulated devices outlined
in Section II. Figs. 11 and 12 show the results for the D-type
flip-flop and full-adder, respectively. Table IV summarizes
the performance of these circuits and, as a comparison, also
includes simulation results from [41] and [42] that are further
discussed in Section III-D.
C. Layout Area Comparisons
In this section, we estimate the area of circuits on our array
and compare it in general terms with the fixed channel island-
style routing of a conventional FPGA. The primary objective
here was to explore whether complex logic can be mapped effi-
ciently onto a flat, undifferentiated array of the sort proposed in
Fig. 11. Simulated waveforms for D-type FF circuit (V = 1.0 V).
this paper and whether this fine-grained array style can support
larger datapath components.
We start with an analysis of the netlists of a number of cir-
cuits drawn from the LGSynth93 archive [43]. Each of these
circuits had already been partitioned onto a basic logic element
(BLE) comprising a 4-LUT and a flip flop [see Fig. 13(a)]. The
component values listed in Table II represent the number of
cells mapped a particular basic block configuration, i.e., LUT
only (bypassing the D flip-flop), latch only (bypassing the LUT)
and both LUT and flip-flop simultaneously. Table II also shows
the estimated area required by these circuits. We did not actu-
ally place and route these circuits, but based the estimates on a
number of the following conservative assumptions.
1) In the PMA case, a 4-LUT and D-type can each be config-
ured using a pair of adjacent cells and interconnected by
abutment as shown in Fig. 13(b), incurring no additional
local routing overhead. As they are approximately the same
complexity, one cell-pair and a BLE are assumed to occupy
equal area in the same technology.
2) We assumed the impact of the configuration mechanisms to
be approximately the same in each case so that it could be
ignored. Each PMA block requires 128 configuration bits.
Conventional FPGA devices use sparse encodings, typi-
cally using at least a factor of 2–4 more configuration bits
than necessary, so are likely to exhibit similar a number of
configuration bits as the PMA for an equivalent function.
3) The width of the routing channels was estimated to be four
times the original logic block width based on data from
[44] with the LUT input size (K) within the range 3–6. The
overall cost of using a BLE was therefore fixed at 25 units.
This is an underestimate for FPGA devices.
4) The routing overhead for the PMA layout was estimated
using the stochastic wire length model of [45] with the
Rent parameter set to 0.8. This is an overestimate, more
typical of random logic blocks. The true parameter will be
smaller for all these circuits. The wire length estimates (in
units of cell pitches) were then scaled up by to allow
for the rectangular routing constraints and doubled again to
cover routing congestion and placement inefficiencies. The
overall cost of using a polymorphic cell-pair is therefore
taken to be units, where is the average
interconnect length. Routing is confined to the adjacent
regions between merged cells as shown in Fig. 10.
Unlike an FPGA, this array is not constrained by a fixed
channel width set by the number of pins on a fixed logic block.
The ability to configure routing only where necessary and to
collapse low fan-out cells into blocks connected by abutment,
results in area ratios less than one for all of the smaller bench-
marks. The ratio of the areas reaches (and slightly exceeds) unity
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Fig. 12. Simulated sum and carry-out waveforms for full-adder (V =
0.8 V).
Fig. 13. (a) BLE structure. (b) Group of configured logic cells forming merged
3-LUT and flip-flop elements. A key difference from (a) is that both the LUT
and register outputs are available and it is not necessary to instantiate the mul-
tiplexor.
TABLE II
AREA COMPARISON BETWEEN BLE AND THE PMA FOR
LGSYNTH93 CIRCUITS [43]
in the larger circuits with longer average wire lengths and in the
case where a greater number of flip-flops increases the overall
number of cells compared to the FPGA. Even though these re-
sults are only approximate, we observe that the array is likely to
be no worse that the fixed channel FPGA and will typically be
better due to its greater flexibility in trading logic for intercon-
nect area.
The general trend of these results is reinforced in Table III,
which shows a similar analysis of a number of arithmetic cir-
TABLE III
RELATIVE AREA FOR ARITHMETIC CIRCUITS
Fig. 14. Example floorplan of a duplicated datapath from [46].
cuits written in VHDL, originally targeting an FPGA. In this
case, wire lengths are estimated using a Rent exponent of 0.4
to reflect the regularity of these arithmetic circuits and their
low fan-out. These arithmetic circuits can therefore be readily
grouped to form larger blocks, mainly by abutment and with
a small ratio of internal routing. Table III shows that under the
same assumptions as before this regularity and locality will sup-
port compact layouts, up to three times more compact than on
conventional organizations with fixed routing.
As an example, a duplicated 8-bit data path was set up with
the general floorplan shown in Fig. 14. Here, the two data path
blocks are formed from replicated 1-bit add/compare/register
slices (cf. [46]) mirrored across a common central intercon-
nection bus. Adjacent data path blocks are connected by abut-
ment and interconnect channels are shared where appropriate,
thereby incurring little additional interconnection area or delay
penalty apart from a small increase in the capacitive load on the
“corner” routing cells in the central channel. This takes advan-
tage of a characteristic of the particular organization chosen for
this array, i.e., that the dataflow direction can be reversed simply
by shifting the slice mapping by one cell position in any direc-
tion (see Fig. 9). Of course, the tight rectangular packing exhib-
ited here is a particular characteristic of this example and would
not be universal. However, this simple example does serve to il-
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TABLE IV
SIMULATED PERFORMANCE FIGURES FOR THE ARRAY
(WITH FIGURES FROM [41] AND [42] FOR COMPARISON)
lustrate how the “polymorphic” behavior of these cells allows a
fine-grained organization to efficiently support regular datapath
structures.
D. Static Power-Delay Performance
In this section, we briefly examine the static power and per-
formance results for the proposed array and compare it against
two proposals for nanoscale systems that rely on a partial self-
assembly approach. The results are shown in Table IV. The
crossbar full-adder circuit of [41] is based on rectifying junc-
tions formed from rotaxane molecules such as those described
in [47], whereas the programmable logic array (PLA) circuits in
[42] are based on (hypothetical) stochastic self-assembly tech-
niques that would form orthogonal arrays of silicon nanowires
randomly connected to a micro-scale address decoder.
Although the nanowire and the molecular crossbar circuits
are similar in both functional complexity and in overall size,
we have to exercise care when making direct comparisons be-
tween them as all of the figures listed depend on specific de-
sign details that are difficult to quantify in general terms. The
thin-body MOSFETs described in [25] exhibit low values of
threshold (particularly the n-type devices) due to the partic-
ular gate workfunction chosen. As a result, the static power
of the D-type is more than 60 times that of the
molecular design and is certainly too high to support the levels
of integration envisaged. For example, if we assume that the
target is a low-power portable system with a static power target
of 0.01 W/cm , the density would be power-limited to fewer
than 300 LUT blocks/cm .
In a fixed threshold system, ultimate scaling is likely to re-
quire separate gate work functions set above and below the mid-
band in order to “tune” and balance the transistor thresholds
[17]. The silicide devices presented in Section II exhibit much
lower values of (in the order of 10 A), thus their static
power performance is better than even the molecular case, but
at the expense of performance . It is worth noting that
even at its quoted figure of 0.55 W, the molecular crossbar el-
ement analyzed in [41] would reach a static power density of
0.01 W/cm at fewer than 2 10 LUT blocks/cm , a figure
that could be easily exceeded by current low-power CMOS tech-
niques. Once the drivers/sense amplifiers are factored into the
molecular crossbar case, its static power is almost double that
of the high speed CMOS circuits with approximately the same
propagation delay. It is only at the maximum figure for pas-
sive cooling of 100 W/cm that we start to approach the sort of
densities promised by the device roadmaps [e.g.,
blocks/cm ]. It should be remembered that this not include the
effect of dynamic power, which would apply additional con-
straints. No static power figures are presented in [42] (and the
proposed manufacturing methodology is purely speculative in
any case). The 0.1 W figure in Table IV is from [6] and is
based on the estimated worse-case pull-down resistance for the
“nMOS-style” organization and with a supply voltage of 1 V.
Nanowire FETs are constrained by the same , and
subthreshold slope considerations as conventional devices. As
a result, the more complete proposal presented in [42] uses dy-
namic logic as a way to maintain performance while minimizing
overall system power, although at the expense of introducing ad-
ditional multiphase clock distribution overheads, and with little
likely impact on static power.
As a final observation, it is worth noting that by the final ITRS
technology nodes (16–22 nm), all of these proposals appear to
result in similar device densities and are limited by power/en-
ergy rather than layout area. The area comparison presented in
Section III-C implies that there is likely to be minimal differ-
ences in mapping efficiency when each is applied to real cir-
cuits so it will be power density that sets an ultimate scaling
limit-supporting perhaps a density factor of 2 at best. It could
be argued that these modest returns would not be worth the sig-
nificant increase in complexity that would result from mixing
conventional and self-assembled manufacturing techniques.
IV. CONCLUSION
A fine-grained reconfigurable platform based on complemen-
tary, DG, fully depleted SOI transistors has been proposed and
analyzed. DG-SOI technology is of interest as it offers a way of
avoiding short channel effects and substrate leakage as channel
lengths are scaled down. Given that the second gate can be jus-
tified on these grounds, the ability to configure the transistors’
operating region can be added with little additional overhead.
In the fabric developed here, the DG devices are arranged
such that the top gates may be programmed to affect the
switching threshold of the device and therefore its logic
function. Organizing these into simple arrays supports the de-
velopment of more complex computing functions. While there
are still many technical challenges to be overcome, such de-
vices offer a number of tangible benefits, not the least of which
is a plausible migration path from conventional (micro-scale)
CMOS.
Extending CMOS into the nanoscale domain will require a
careful balance between power and performance. The SOI array
offers low-power, complementary operation, without the addi-
tional overheads of either level restoration or gain blocks (as
required, for example, by molecular logic circuits). By com-
paring the performance of our CMOS array with others based on
self-assembly methods, we can see that moving to non-CMOS
technologies will not guarantee, per se, higher densities or im-
proved performance. Many of the gains to be made towards the
end of the roadmap will be achieved by exploiting innovative
architectures to ameliorate the impact of poor device perfor-
mance and reliability, increasing variability and, in particular,
power/energy.
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